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Large Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) and Retail 
organizations tend to be highly distributed; central, 
regional and local warehouses are usually located in 

carried out. This leads to delays in planning, production, 
sales, distribution and lack of visibility of various 
processes in the value chain.

Industry challenges

Delays in product development:

products, promotions and sales but seldom have 
resources to focus on forecasting, compliance and 

development and potential sales, particularly for high 
margin and high movement items.

Delays in introducing new line of category / brand / item:
As multiple business units like category, warehouse, and 
logistics are involved, the time taken to introduce new 
line of category / brand / item is tedious, and lowers the 
sales potential.

If the work environments between CPG and retailers or 
channel partners are isolated, access to data that can 
help evaluate and predict product performance becomes 

products that need to be promoted.

Challenges to ensure continuous stock replenishment:
One of the most important challenges for any retail 
organization is to ensure continuous replenishment of 
existing goods and to launch new line of categories / 
brands / products pertinent to customer demographics.

People / Process

Limited visibility between CPG

 and retailer on inventory

Introduction of items (SKU) is

 tedious and long 

Missed orders due to no control

 on purchase order processing

Lack of visible governance

 policy and procedures

IT Infrastructure

Lot of disparate systems in 

 CPG and retailer landscape 

Legacy systems

Lack of integration between

 applications

Collaboration tools required 

Additional analytical tools

 needed

Information

No single view to analyze

 lifecycle of a SKU / brand

Data silos / data explosion

Data inaccuracy 

Decision support systems

Lack of standard reporting 

Inability to plan future demand

 accurately

LTIMindtree’s Collaborative Process Platform for CPG-
Retail is a transformational solution platform developed 
leveraging Pega (a pure play BPM platform) to automate 
business processes between CPG and Retail. The solution 
has a wide range of pre-built process templates for 

various processes such as: 
New item introduction and maintenance
Omni-channel sales order processing

Promotion Management
Purchase order Management

Brand / Product 
Introduction

Order
Management

Decisioning Order Delivery Value Adds

Integration with 
 SAP to trigger
 new introduction 
 process from CPG 
 to retailer

Business rules 
 implementation to
 be compliant with
 government rules

Customized data 
 view based on
 account

Order management
 by customer or by
 store

Process trigger 
 through 
 Multichannel such
   as web portal, POS

Purchase order and
 inventory 
 management

 on various routing 
 rules

Dashboards to 
 track order status

Collaboration with 
 all stakeholders

Task re-assign ment

Data update

Order processing

Transport planning

Quality

Tax regulations

Shipment 

Integration with 
 customer services

Performance and 
 utilization reports

Document-centric
 process platform
 for adaptive
 enterprises

Escalation 
 management

CPG-Retail Collaboration Framework-Functional Coverage 

LTIMindtree’s Collaborative Process Platform (CPP) for CPG-Retail Enterprises through Pega’s 
Case Management capabilities
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The solution provides a reliable and a seamless platform 
by optimizing interactions between CPG and retailers for 

quality of data.

CPG-Retail Collaboration Pega Framework 
addresses the following challenges:

CPP provides retailers a creative and comprehensive 
way to execute merchandising and omni-channel sales 
at an enterprise level. It provides an integrated process 
framework for modeling, design and measurement of 
business performance by uniquely encompassing the 
planning, governance and execution requirements  
 for various aspects of a business. CPP comes with a  
pre-packaged set of process templates (Business process 

quick adoption of BPM and ultimately achieving product, 
quality and customer excellence.

The collaboration solution enables several key 
participants including brand managers, category 

managers, store managers and account managers of both 
organizations to quickly introduce items into the retailer 
system in a structured and controlled mechanism. It 
reduces multiple data reference points in retailer and 
CPG back end systems, thereby enabling better control 
of product attributes like item details, price, packaging 
guidelines, compliance details and quality.

of push and pull methodologies (real-time inventory and 
sales detail can be seen by any stakeholder) to ensure 
optimized inventory level at stores as the solution can 
provide visibility and alerts for faster processing of 
purchase orders. Optimized inventory, correct cost price 
and selling price during catalog sale or promotion drives 
higher sales and better margins, resulting in a win-win 
situation for both retailers as well as CPG companies.

by enabling interactions through multiple channels and 
ensures timely delivery to customers. 

LTIMindtree CPG-Retail Collaboration Solution Accelerator

ABC Source Corporation CPG Retail Retailer

Brand Introduction

Vendor Management

Multi Channel Order Management

Campaign Management

Promotion Management

Order processing

Validates and enforces
mandatory checks on
retailer

Selects new items to be 
introduced, update, PO 
to be raised, inventory 
for campaign

Validates and ensures
compliance

Approves item
intoduction, PO process

Customer orders the 
product

Triggers order
delivery process to
customer

System

Start

Order 
Delivery

Relationship
Manager

Category 
Manager

Warehouse 
Manager

Account 
Manager

Brand 
Manager

Integration 
with SAP



 

Key solution highlights of CPP:

business needs

Single source of data entry to reduce redundant  
data inputs
Secure data storage and selective role-based access for 
high security
Dispute minimization with timely and unalterable  
data capture

Decision
Strategy
Manager

Modules

Integration
Reporting 
and 
Documents

Predictions

Case Routings

Promotion Management

Omni Channel Order 
Management

Merchandise Management

Case Automation

DCO

Dashboards

Performance Reports

SAP

MDM

SSO

Pega PRPC

Bulk storage of item information and documentation
Linkages of all modules to provide end-to-end visibility 
and tracking
Business audit trail feature to track complete history 
and changes for a particular campaign or user

business logic
Controlled analysis of data 


